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GLOBAL ADDRESS LIST SOLUTIONS

Providing a unified
Global Address List
(GAL) is a critical
first step to
enabling user
collaboration across
internal or external
domains.

Create a Unified Global Address List
for Cross-Domain Collaboration
When you undergo organizational and IT changes that impact your users like
mergers or acquisitions, mail or directory migrations, or establishing businessto-business collaboration, you face both exciting and disruptive challenges. A
primary goal for your IT team is to enable users in multiple directories,
whether within one organization or across corporate boundaries, to
collaborate while minimizing disruptions to their productivity. Providing a
unified, cross-organizational Global Address List (GAL) is a critical first step to
achieving robust collaboration.
Binary Tree provides multiple solutions for unifying Global Address Lists and
synchronizing directories across internal or external domains. Choosing the
right solution will depend upon your specific project requirements but they
will all enable users to find each other in a common address list when they
need to send emails, schedule meetings and work together using
conferencing and other collaborative applications.

Business Benefits
_

IT Benefits
_

Create a unified organization with one
common directory

Proven GAL history with many features and
configurations

Make a unified brand to build connections
across the new organization

Flexible for complex enterprise systems;
scalable for all organizations

Same time by eliminating multiple
directory searches

Quickly resolve conflicts across users and
distribution lists

Achieve unification on Day One of a merger
or acquisition

Easily import values to customize its
matching and mapping

_
_
_

_
_
_
_

Sync and migrate passwords

Binary Tree Directory Synchronization
Software Solutions
Binary Tree currently provides two software products
focused specifically for directory synchronization
projects.
Power365® Directory Sync
Power365® Directory Sync is a Software-as-a-Service
product that enables synchronizations between Active
Directory environments, between Azure AD
environments or even between Azure AD and Active
Directory. As cloud-based software, Power365 Directory
Sync can be set up in a single day to help establish Day 1
productivity and collaboration for mergers, acquisitions
and organizations that need a unified Global Address List
(GAL).
Directory Sync Pro
Directory Sync Pro helps organizations synchronize
multiple instances of Active Directory or synchronize
Active Directory with a Domino Directory. To start, the
tool makes both directories aware of each other. It then
synchronizes all mail-enabled objects— users, contacts,
distribution lists, shared mailboxes, passwords and much
more.

Other Binary Tree Software Solutions
with Directory Synchronization Capabilities
Binary Tree provides five other software products that
include directory synchronization capabilities in addition
to other capabilities.

Power365® Active Directory
Power365® Active Directory is a SaaS solution that
integrates and migrates on-premises, Azure cloud, and
hybrid Active Directory environments without requiring
trusts, SQL, network connectivity, or installing servers.
Active Directory Pro
The Active Directory Pro software is designed for Active
Directory migrations as it lets you merge, consolidate, or
restructure Active Directory environments. Automate
your AD migration while keeping your migrated and unmigrated users, devices, and applications in sync.
Power365® Integration
Power365® Integration delivers the coexistence and
synchronization you get with Power365® Directory Sync,
along with the ability to migrate mail, public folders,
SharePoint, OneDrive, Teams, and more. Power365
Integration automates the coordination between
different Office 365 tenants with a unified address list
and global access to calendar availability between
organizations. Power365 Integration also orchestrates
direct changes to local (on-premises) Active Directory
users and mail-enabled groups to control mail routing
before and after a mailbox migration.
Power365® Integration Pro
Power365® Integration Pro includes all the features of
Power365 Integration and adds the ability to deliver a
unified brand identity through an email rewrite service—
on both inbound and outbound email—from different
Office 365 tenants.
Notes Integration CMT
Notes Integration CMT integrates Domino with Exchange
and/or Office 365 to enable migrated and non-migrated
users to continue to collaborate during a migration.

THE BINARY TREE ADVANTAGE
ñ

Over 25 years of experience with migrations and
transformations for enterprise organizations

ñ

A Microsoft Gold Partner and a globally preferred vendor

ñ
ñ

Supported over 10,000 global organizations
Supported over 1,000 mergers, acquisitions and divestitures

ñ

2020 Microsoft 365 Security Deployment
Partner of the Year Finalist
2014 Messaging Microsoft Partner of the Year

ñ

ñ

Transformed over 50 percent of the Fortune 500

ñ

ISO 27001, 27018, Privacy Shield and Veracode certified, and
GDPR compliant, for assurance of quality and security

Learn more in our white paper on selecting the right synchronization software:
go.binarytree.com/A-Selection-Guide-to-Binary-Trees-Directory-Synchronization-Software

Learn more about Binary Tree

Contact an expert at Binary Tree
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